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At NTT Group we have a 

long history of innovation 

in technologies enabling 

better experiences

MoMA exhibition of Emoji (original set 

of 176). Shigetaka Kurita, NTT 

DOCOMO. 1998–99



Increasingly the 

distinction between 

communications 

and technology 

solutions is 

unhelpful 
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Nevertheless, we believe that the ability to apply AI will 

be a strong source of competitiveness.

This is the 

direction ...

... but we 

ain’t there yet.



The key 

elements of 

the 5G 

promise5G

High 
speed / 
large 

capacity

Low 
latency

Massive 
device 

connectivity



Key commercial use case areas are still emerging but smart 

connected products and services will be at their centre
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What does this 

mean for how to 

procure 5G and 

smart solutions?
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The value is likely 

to be in the “eco-

system”… so seek 

the new business 

model and cost 

saving opportunities
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Exploratory use cases 

means collaborative 

innovative partner 

agreements
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Smart products & 

services will require 

joined-up procurement 

across communications 

and technology 
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Opportunity for 

procurement to enable 

better “sell-side” success
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Key takeaways

5G hype has overtaken reality, 

but this should not lead you to 

ignore 5G altogether

There are gaps in the delivery 

and understanding of smart 

products into the market place

Value in the eco-system – build new business models

Collaborative exploratory partner agreements

Joined-up connectivity and technology procurement

Opportunity for procurement to enable better “sell-side” success



Download our 

whitepaper on 

finance and agile 

delivery at 

uk.nttdata.com

Contact your NTT 

DATA client 

partner today to 

find out more

https://uk.nttdata.com/Blog/NTT_TEMPLATE-Blog-Theme/2019/06/Paying-the--price-for-agile-transformation


Thank you

Together we can move mountains.


